
Quartzcolor Ianiro 
Quartzcolor laniro is situated on the 
perimeter of Rome's Ciampino airport where 
the continual obbligato of jet comings and 
goings seems to stress tha t this is a major 
international centre for the design and 
manufacture of studio lighting equipment. 

Founded some thirty years ago by the 
brothers Giovanni and Antonio laniro , 
spec iali s ts in design and m.!chanical 
engineering respectively, Quartzcolor Ianiro 
has grown by the simple formula of listening 
crea1ively to what the user wants. A 
manufacturer must, of cou rse, listen to his 
customers and each and every manufacturer 
claims to do this. But merely to listen is not 
enough. There has to be input to the 
dialogue from both maker and user. There 
has to be filtering. There has to be decision. 
And because the final decision has to be 
made as much on intuitive feel as on logic. 
that decision has to be the final responsib.iity 
of one man. Much of the success of 
Quartzcolor laniro must therefore be 
attributable to cor rect decis ions by one 
man: Mario De Sisti, Head of Re searc h. 

To say this is in no way to belittle the con
tributions of the ent ire research and 
production teams because a feature of the 
Quartzcolor laniro operation is close inter
departmental integration and communica
tion. B VT the basic key to success is to say 
!his is what we are going 10 make. 

Mario De Sisti describes his app roach -

We have a lot of people helping us to get 
points of view in various locations, people we 
have worked with for many years. I take the 
information from all these sourc es, mull over 
it. maybe even dream about it. I'll make 
sketc hes while ['m riding in the car or sitting 
in the office. search ing for a solut ion to the 
problem. When I think I've found a solution I 

Precision work ill 1he wolroom. Unlike many s1age 
alld studio ligh1ing manufacturers, laniro make all 
1heirowll 100/s. 
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The liglu cww of each lumillaire is scie111ifically measured and recorded a111oma1ical(l' 
Oil graph paper before beillg approved/or shipme111from 1hefac1ory. 

call my assistan ts together - the men from the 
op tical , me ch anica l, temperature and 
electro nics departments and the draflsmen. I 
give them my sketches to use in mak ing the 
prototype and each man has his job to do . 
I check their progress in developing the idea. 
and I can modify it or add to it some last
minute infonnation I've gained. That is more 
or less our system of research. 

There are no grand carpe ted offices at 
Quartzcolor lan iro-everybody lives amidst 
the ac tion. Indeed storage space for part 

assembled luminaires is so short that 
stockpiles grow at every corner. But this is 
not to suggest that manufacture is any kind 
of an ad hoe backroom affair. Indeed it is 
doub tful if any entertainment lighting 
manufacturer anywhere in the world has 
more sophistica ted production facilities. 
Success has demanded fast growth and a 
large expansion of facto ry floor area is now 
being planned. 

95% of the components are made within 

The elec1rollic 1es1 room. 


